10 easy things to make your software FAIR!

1. Create a description of your software
2. Register your software in a software registry
3. Use a Unique and Persistent Identifier for your software
4. Make sure that people can download your software
5. Explain the functionality of your software
6. Use standard (community agreed) formats for inputs and outputs
7. Document your software
8. Give your software a licence
9. State how to cite your software
10. Follow best practices for software development

What is FAIR for Software?

- **Findable** Software with sufficiently rich metadata and unique persistent identifier.
- **Accessible** Software metadata is in machine and human readable format. Software and metadata is deposited in trusted community approved repository.
- **Interoperable** Software uses community accepted standards and platforms, making it possible for users to run the software.
- **Reusable** Software has clear licence and documentation.